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SERIES CONNECTED DC INPUT INVERTERS

BACKGROUND

[0001] There has been increasing attention given to the

efficiency ofenergy conversion. Electric motorsutilize 45 per
cent of global electricity. Increased energyefficiency in elec-

tric motors will provide the U.S. with tremendous economic,

environmental, human ecological, and security benefits.

[0002] An adjustable speed drive (ASD)is a powerelec-

tronics device that controls the speed of machinery. ASDs
also save energy for industry processes that require adjustable

speed or control of flow from a fan or pump. ASDs have

already replaced many conventional fixed speed drives in
low-power and low-voltage applications such as air condi-

tioners, washing machines, electric bicycles, and vehicles
with stepless speed change. For high-power and medium-

voltage (MV) applications, including industrial air compres-
sors, water pumping stations, cooling fans, railway traction

systems, steel rolling mills, marine propulsion, and renew-

able energy systems, ASDsare even moreattractive because
the cost saving ofelectric power is even moresignificant than

it is in low-voltage and low-powerapplications.

SUMMARY

[0003] Inan example embodiment, a converteris provided.

The converter includes, but is not limited to, a first multi-

phase inverter and a second multi-phase inverter. The first
multi-phase inverter includes, but is not limited to, a first

direct current (DC)positiveline,a first DC negative line, and
a first plurality ofalternating current (AC) lines. EachAC line

ofthe first plurality ofAC lines is configured to be connected
to a single phase winding ofan electric machine. Each single

phase winding is connected to a commonneutral connector.

The second multi-phase inverter includes, but is not limited
to, asecond DCpositive line, a second DC negative line, and

a secondplurality ofAC lines. Each AC line of the second
plurality ofAC lines is configured to be connected to a second

single phase winding of the electric machine. Each second
single phase winding is connected to a second commonneu-

tral connector. The common neutral connector is different

from the second common neutral connector. The first DC
negative line is electrically coupled to the second DC positive

line to connect the first multi-phase inverter and the second
multi-phase inverter in series.

[0004] In another example embodiment, a converteris pro-

vided. The converter includes, but is not limited to, a first
multi-phase inverter and a second multi-phase inverter. The

first multi-phase inverter includes, but is not limitedto,a first
DC positive line, a first DC negative line, and first plurality

ofAC lines. Each AC line ofthefirst plurality ofAC lines is

configured to be connected between a differentpair of single
phase windings of an electric machine. The second multi-

phase inverter includes, but is not limited to, a second DC
positive line, a second DC negative line, and a secondplural-

ity ofAC lines. Each AC line of the second plurality ofAC
lines is configured to be connected betweena different pair of

second single phase windings of the electric machine. The

first DC negativeline is electrically coupled to the second DC
positive line to connect the first multi-phase inverter and the

second multi-phase inverterin series.

[0005] In yet another example embodiment, an electric
machine is provided. The electric machine includes, but is not

limited to, stator, a rotor configuredto rotate, and at least four
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windings, a first multi-phase inverter, and a second multi-
phase inverter. A first winding is connected betweena first-

phaseline and first neutral connector. A second windingis
connected between a second-phaseline and thefirst neutral

connector. A third winding is connected between a second
first-phase line and a second neutral connector. A fourth

winding is connected between a second second-phase line

and the second neutral connector. The first neutral connector
is different from the second neutral connector. The first multi-

phase inverter includes, but is not limitedto, a first DC posi-
tive line, a first DC negative line, andat least the first-phase

line and the second-phase line. The second multi-phase
inverter includes, but is not limited to, a second DC positive

line, a second DC negative line, andat least the secondfirst-

phase line and the second second-phase line. The first DC
negative lineis electrically coupled to the second DC positive

line to connectthe first multi-phase inverter and the second
multi-phase inverter in series.

[0006] Other principal features of the disclosed subject

matter will become apparent to those skilled in the art upon
review of the following drawings, the detailed description,

and the appendedclaims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007] Illustrative embodiments of the disclosed subject

matter will hereafter be described referring to the accompa-

nying drawings, wherein like numerals denote like elements.

[0008] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an electric machine

system connected to an input source in accordance with an

illustrative embodiment.

[0009] FIG. 2 depicts the electric machine system ofFIG. 1

in accordance with an illustrative embodiment.

[0010] FIG. 3 depicts a switch-diode circuit in accordance
with an illustrative embodiment.

[0011] FIG. 4isablock diagram ofa3-phaseinverter ofthe

electric machine system of FIG. 1 in accordance with an
illustrative embodiment.

[0012] FIG. 5is a circuit diagram ofthe 3-phase inverter of

FIG.4 in accordance with an illustrative embodiment.

[0013] FIG. 6 depicts a single converter module with a Y

winding connection in accordance with an illustrative

embodiment.

[0014] FIG. 7 depicts a multi-level converter module in

accordance with an illustrative embodiment.

[0015] FIG. 8 depicts a first winding configuration of the
electric machine system of FIG. 1 in accordance with an

illustrative embodiment.

[0016] FIG. 9 depicts a secondwinding configuration ofthe
electric machine system of FIG. 1 in accordance with an

illustrative embodiment.

[0017] FIG. 10 depicts a general winding configuration of
the electric machine system of FIG. 1 in accordance with an

illustrative embodiment.

[0018] FIG. 11 depicts a second 3-phase inverter of the
electric machine system of FIG. 1 in accordance with an

illustrative embodiment.

[0019] FIG. 12 depicts a third 3-phase inverter of the elec-
tric machine system of FIG. 1 in accordance withanillustra-

tive embodiment.

[0020] FIG. 13 depicts feeding of two electric machine
systems of FIG. 1 in accordance with anillustrative embodi-

ment.
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[0021] FIG. 14 depicts a single converter module with a A
winding connection in accordance with an illustrative

embodiment.
[0022] FIG. 15 shows a phase shifted signal input to a

two-level converter in accordance with an illustrative
embodiment.

[0023] FIG. 16 depicts a small signal modelofthe 3-phase

inverter of FIG. 4 in accordance with an illustrative embodi-
ment.

[0024] FIG. 17 depicts an equivalent small signal model of
the 3-phase inverter of FIG. 4 with an active voltage balance

virtual resistor in accordance with an illustrative embodi-
ment.

[0025] FIG. 18 depicts the 3-phase inverter ofFIG. 4 witha

voltage balance resistor in accordance with an illustrative
embodiment.

[0026] FIG. 19 depicts a block diagram of an active bal-
ancer controller of a two-level converter in accordance with

an illustrative embodiment.

[0027] FIG. 20 shows a voltage comparison of with and
without the active balancer controller of the two-level con-

verter of FIG. 19 in accordance with an illustrative embodi-
ment.

[0028] FIG. 21 depicts a block diagram of a controller of
the electric machine system of FIG. 1 in accordance with an

illustrative embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0029] Referring to FIG.1, an electric machine system 100

mayinclude controller 104, a multi-level converter 106, and
an electric machine 108. Electric machine 108 may be a

motorsuch as an induction or a synchronous motorincluding

permanent magnet machines. A direct current (DC) input
source 102 is electrically connected to controller 104 and to

multi-level converter 106. DC input source 102 can be by one
or more DC source. DC input source 102 may be a DC grid,

batteries, a dc output ofa single-phase or multi-phase passive
or activerectifier, etc. that provides approximately constant

instantaneous powerflow.

[0030] DC input source 102 provides DC power and DC
input source measured signals to controller 104. DC input

source 102 provides DC powerto multi-level converter 106.
Multi-level converter 106 provides alternating current (AC)

powerto electric machine 108.

[0031] Controller 104 is electrically connected to DC input
source 102, multi-level converter 106, and electric machine

108. Controller 104 controls the supply of power by multi-
level converter 106 to electric machine 108 through command

signals input to multi-level converter 106. The command

signals are generated by controller 104 based on the DC input
source measured signals received from DC input source 102

and signals measured and received from electric machine
108. In an illustrative embodiment, controller 104 imple-

ments a closed loop current control to determine the com-
mandsignals.

[0032] Multi-level converter 106 converts DC power from

DC input source 102 to the AC power supplied to electric
machine 108. Controller 104 and multi-level converter 106

can be incorporated inside a housingofelectric machine 108.

[0033] Referring to FIG. 2, an AC motor 210 is shown in

accordancewith anillustrative embodiment. AC motor 210 is

merely an example of electric machine 108. AC motor 210
may include a rotor 200 and a stator 202 with associated

windings (not shown) in various arrangements as understood
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by a person of skill in the art. AC motor 210 may be an AC
electric motor in whichthe electric current in a rotor winding

needed to produce torque is induced by electromagnetic
induction from a magnetic field formed by a current ina stator

winding. Rotor 200 ofAC motor 210 may beeither wound
type, squirrel-cage type, etc. AC motor 210 further may be

configured to have any sizerating.

[0034] Referring to FIG. 3, a switch-diode circuit 300 is

shown in accordance with an illustrative embodiment.
Switch-diode circuit 300 may include transistor switch 302

and a diode 304. Transistor switch 302 may include a drain
306, a gate 308, and a source 310 like a metal-oxide-semi-

conductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET)or includea col-
lector 306, a gate 308, and an emitter 310 like an insulated-

gate bipolar transistor (IGBT), or include a collector 306, a

base 308, and an emitter 310 like a bipolarjunctiontransistor.
Depending on the switching logic and whether transistor

switch 302 is an n-type or a p-type, drain 306 and source 310
maybereversed. A voltage applied to gate 308 determines a

switching state of transistor switch 302. Diode 304 is con-
nected anti-parallel across source 310 and drain 306 of tran-

sistor switch 302. In an illustrative embodiment, transistor

switch 302 is an insulated-gate field-effect transistor such as
a MOSFET, IGBT, Gallium Nitride (GaN) device, Silicon

Carbide (SiC) device, or other type of power semiconductor
switch.

[0035] Referring to FIG. 4, a block diagram of a multi-

phase inverter 400 is shownin accordance with an illustrative
embodiment. AV, 402 is applied across a positive line 403

and a negative line 405. An input current 404 is provided
through positive line 403, and an output current 406 is pro-

vided through negative line 405. V,, 402 represents the volt-

age from DC input source 102 if multi-level converter 106
included a single multi-phase inverter. In the illustrative

embodiment, multi-phase inverter 400 outputs a first phase
current J, througha first-phase line 408, a second phase cur-

rent I, through a second-phase line 410, and a third phase
current through a third-phaseline 412. First-phase line 408,

second-phase line 410, and third-phase line 412 are AC cur-

rent lines that provide AC powerto electric machine 108. In
the illustrative embodiment, multi-phase inverter 400 is a

three-phase inverter though a different numberofphases may
be output from multi-phase inverter 400 in alternative

embodiments. For example, multi-phase inverter 400 may

output two- or four-phase currents.

[0036] Referring to FIG. 5, a circuit diagram ofmulti-phase

inverter 400 implementedas a three-phase inverter is shown

in accordance with an illustrative embodiment. Multi-phase
inverter 400 may include a first half-bridge 500, a second

half-bridge 502, and a third half-bridge 504.First half-bridge
500 includes a first switch-diode circuit 300a@ and a second

switch-diode circuit 3004. In the illustrative embodiment,
source 310aoffirst switch-diode circuit 300a is connected to

drain 3065 of second switch-diode circuit 3005. Drain 306a

offirst switch-diode circuit 300a is connectedto positive line
403. Source 3106 of second switch-diode circuit 3005 is

connected to negative line 405. Gate 308offirst switch-
diode circuit 300a and gate 3085 of second switch-diode

circuit 3005 are connectedto controller 104 to receive gating
signals to controla state offirst switch-diodecircuit 300a and

second switch-diode circuit 3005, respectively. First-phase

line 408 is connected between source 310a offirst switch-
diode circuit 300a and drain 3066 of second switch-diode

circuit 3005.
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[0037] A half-bridge is included for each phase current
output from multi-phase inverter 400. Second half-bridge 502

is identicalto first half-bridge 500 and includesa third switch-
diodecircuit 300c and a fourth switch-diode circuit 300d. In

the illustrative embodiment, source 310c of third switch-
diode circuit 300c is connectedto drain 306doffourth switch-

diode circuit 300d. Drain 306c of third switch-diode circuit

300c is connectedto positive line 403. Source 310d of fourth
switch-diode circuit 300d is connected to negative line 405.

Gate 308c ofthird switch-diode circuit 300c and gate 308d of
fourth switch-diode circuit 300d are connected to controller

104 to receive gating signals to control a state ofthird switch-
diode circuit 300c and fourth switch-diode circuit 300d,

respectively. Second-phase line 410 is connected between

source 310c ofthird switch-diode circuit 300c and drain 306d
of fourth switch-diodecircuit 300d.

[0038] Third half-bridge 504 is identicalto first half-bridge

500 and includes a fifth switch-diode circuit 300e and a sixth
switch-diode circuit 300f In the illustrative embodiment,

source 310e offifth switch-diode circuit 300e is connected to
drain 306fof sixth switch-diode circuit 300f Drain 306¢ of

fifth switch-diode circuit 300e is connected to positive line
403. Source 310f of sixth switch-diode circuit 300f is con-

nected to negative line 405. Gate 308¢ of fifth switch-diode

circuit 300e and gate 308fof sixth switch-diode circuit 300f
are connected to controller 104 to receive gating signals to

control a state of fifth switch-diode circuit 300e and sixth
switch-diode circuit 300f respectively. Third-phase line 412

is connected between source 310e of fifth switch-diode cir-
cuit 300e and drain 306fof sixth switch-diode circuit 300f

[0039] Referring to FIG.6, a single convertermodule 600 is

shownin accordancewith an illustrative embodiment. Single
converter module 600 may include a capacitor 602, multi-

phase inverter 400, a first-phase machine winding 604, a
second-phase machine winding 606, and a third-phase

machine winding 608. First-phase machine winding 604, sec-

ond-phase machine winding 606, and third-phase machine
winding 608 are windings of electric machine 108. First-

phase machine winding 604, second-phase machine winding
606, and third-phase machine winding 608 are connected ina

Y-winding configuration. Capacitor 602 is connected across a
DC side ofmulti-phaseinverter 400 betweenpositive line 403

and negative line 405. Thus, capacitor 602 is connected in

parallel with first half-bridge 500, second half-bridge 502,
and third half-bridge 504.

[0040] first converter input current 612 is input to single

converter module 600. A capacitor current 616 is a first por-
tion of first converter input current 612 that flows through

capacitor 602. Input current 404 is a remainingportion offirst
converter input current 612. A first converter output current

614 is output from single converter module 600 and equals
output current 406 and capacitor current 616 after flowing

through capacitor 602.

[0041] First-phase machine winding 604 is supplied I,
throughfirst-phase line 408. Second-phase machine winding

606 is supplied I, through second-phase line 410. Third-
phase machine winding 608is supplied I, through third-phase

line 412.

[0042] First-phase machine winding 604, second-phase
machine winding 606, and third-phase machine winding 608

are tied together at a connector 610. Connector 610 is a

common neutral connector between first-phase machine
winding 604, second-phase machine winding 606, and third-

phase machine winding 608. As understood by a person of
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skill in the art, the currents applied to the machine windings
are 360/m degrees out of phase with each other, where m

represents a number of phases. Thus, I,, I,, and I, are 120
degrees out of phase with each other.

[0043] Electric machine 108 is a magnetic component and

its windings are magnetically coupled with inherentelectrical
isolation. Single converter module 600 can utilize the wind-

ings ofelectric machine 108,stator or rotor as coupling trans-
formers, inductors, orfilters to achieve a multilevel output.

The output ports can be connected to different machine wind-
ings. Thus, the output voltages are synthesized inside electric

machine 108.

[0044] Referring to FIG.7, a multi-level converter module
700 is shown in accordancewith an illustrative embodiment.

Multi-level converter module 700 may include a plurality of

single converter modules. Multi-level converter module 700
may include any numberof single converter modules. For

example, multi-level converter module 700 may include a
first single converter module 600a, a second single converter

module 6006,a third single converter module 600c, ..., and
an N™ single converter module 600n. Identical gate signal

commands can be applied to each single converter module

enabling a fully modular design.

[0045] First single converter module 600a may include a

first capacitor 602a, a first multi-phase inverter 400a,a first,
first-phase machine winding 604a, a first, second-phase

machine winding 606a, and a first, third-phase machine

winding 608a. First capacitor 602a is connected across a DC
sideoffirst multi-phase inverter 400a betweena first positive

line 403a@ and a first negative line 405a. First, first-phase
machine winding 604a is supplied I, through first, first-

phase line 408a. First, second-phase machine winding 606a
is supplied I, through a first, second-phase line 410a. First,

third-phase machine winding 608a is supplied I, through a

first, third-phase line 412a. First, first-phase machine wind-
ing 604a, first, second-phase machine winding 606a, and

first, third-phase machine winding 608aare tied togetherat a
first connector 610a. First, first-phase machine winding 604a,

first, second-phase machine winding 606a, andfirst, third-
phase machine winding 608a are windings of electric

machine 108.

[0046] Secondsingle converter module 6005 mayincludea
second capacitor 6025, a second multi-phaseinverter 4008, a

second,first-phase machine winding 6044, a second, second-

phase machine winding 6065, and a second, third-phase
machine winding 6085. Second capacitor 6026 is connected

across a DC side of second multi-phase inverter 4005
between a secondpositive line 4035 and a second negative

line 405. Second, first-phase machine winding 6046 is sup-
plied I, through a second,first-phase line 4085. Second, sec-

ond-phase machine winding 606is supplied I, through a

second, second-phase line 4105. Second, third-phase
machine winding 608dis supplied I, through a second, third-

phase line 412d. Second,first-phase machine winding 6045,
second, second-phase machine winding 6065, and second,

third-phase machine winding 6088 are tied togetherat a sec-
ond connector 6105. Second, first-phase machine winding

6045, second, second-phase machine winding 6064,and sec-

ond, third-phase machine winding 6086 are windings ofelec-
tric machine 108.

[0047] Third single converter module 600c may include a

third capacitor 602c, a third multi-phase inverter 400c,a third,
first-phase machine winding 604c, a third, second-phase

machine winding 606c, and a third, third-phase machine

a
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winding 608c. Third capacitor 602c is connected across a DC
side of third multi-phase inverter 400c between a third posi-

tive line 403c anda third negative line 405c. Third,first-phase
machine winding 604c is supplied I, through a third,first-

phase line 408c. Third, second-phase machine winding 606c
is supplied I, through a third, second-phase line 410c. Third,

third-phase machine winding 608c is supplied I, through a

third, third-phase line 412c. Third, first-phase machine wind-
ing 604c, third, second-phase machine winding 606c, and

third, third-phase machine winding 608c are tied together at a
third connector 610c. Third, first-phase machine winding

604c, third, second-phase machine winding 606c, andthird,
third-phase machine winding 608c are windingsofelectric

machine 108.

[0048] N” single converter module 600” may include an
N”capacitor 6027, an N” multi-phase inverter 400n, an N”,

first-phase machine winding 604”, an N”, second-phase

machine winding 606”, and an N”, third-phase machine
winding 608”. N” capacitor 602” is connected across a DC

side ofN” multi-phase inverter 4007 between anNpositive
line 403” and an N™ negative line 405”. N”, first-phase
machine winding 604n is supplied I, through an N”,first-
phase line 408”. N”, second-phase machine winding 606z is

supplied I, through an N”, second-phaseline 410n. N”,third-
phase machine winding 608» is supplied I, through an N”,
third-phase line 4127. N”,first-phase machinewinding 604n,

N™, second-phase machine winding 606”, and N™, third-
phase machine winding 6087 aretied together at an N” con-

nector 610”. N”, first-phase machine winding 604n, N”,
second-phase machine winding 606n, and N”, third-phase

machine winding 6087 are windingsofelectric machine 108.

[0049] first V,, 402a is applied acrossfirst positive line
403a andfirst negative line 405a.A first input current 612a is

provided through first positive line 403qto first single con-
verter module 600a, and a first output current 614a is pro-

vided throughfirst negative line 405a from first single con-

verter module 600a. First V,, 402a represents the voltage
from DC input source 102 applied to first single converter

module 600a.

[0050] AsecondV,, 402is applied across secondpositive

line 4035 and second negative line 4055. A second input

current 6126 is provided through secondpositive line 4035 to
second single converter module 6005, and a second output

current 6146 is provided through second negative line 4055
from second single converter module 6000. SecondV,. 4025

represents the voltage from DC input source 102 applied to

second single converter module 6008.

[0051] A third V,, 402c is applied across third positive line

403c and third negative line 405c. A third input current 612c
is provided through third positive line 403c to third single

converter module 600c, and a third output current 614c is

provided through third negative line 405c from third single
converter module 600c. ThirdV,. 402c represents the voltage

from DC input source 102 applied to third single converter
module 600c.

[0052] AN” V,,. 402» is applied across N”positive line
403n and N™ negative line 405”. A N” input current 612z is
provided through N” positive line 403 to N” single con-
verter module 600n, anda N™outputcurrent 6147 is provided
through N” negative line 405” from N” single converter
module 600n. N” V,,. 402represents the voltage from DC
input source 102 applied to N” single converter module 600z.

[0053] An overall positive line 703 is connected to provide

a total input current 704 to multi-level converter module 700.
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Total input current 704 is input onfirst positive line 403a. An
overall negative line 705 is connected to provide total output

current 706 from multi-level converter module 700. Total
output current 706 is output on N™ negative line 405. An

input voltage Vy... 702 is applied across multi-level con-
verter module 700. Input voltage V,,.,,, 702 is a sum offirst

V4. 402a, secondV,,. 4025, third V,,.402c,..., and N” V,,

402n because first single converter module 600a, second
single converter module 6008,third single converter module

600c,..., and N” single converter module 600x are con-
nected in series. As a result, first output current 6144offirst

single converter module 600a is second input current 6126 of
second single converter module 6005; second output current

614of second single converter module 6000 is third input

current 612c ofthird single converter module 600c;.. . , third
output current 614c of third single converter module 600c is

N”input current 614” ofN” single converter module 600z.
Input voltageV,..,., 702 is provided by DC input source 102.

[0054] Multi-level converter module 700 can accommo-
date a wide range of voltage levels and powerratings. The

single converter modules are connectedin series to reduce the
input voltage,firstV,.402a, second,4028,thirdV,402c,

..., and N” V,, 402z across each single converter module
6002, 6004, 600c,..., 600” to Vz.,.,IN, where N is a number

ofthe plurality of single converter modules. This reduces the

voltage stresses on the single converter modules allowing for
the use of low-voltage, less-expensive circuit components.

This further reduces the insulation burden between windings
allowing electrical machine 108 to be smaller andless expen-

sive. In an illustrative embodiment, V,..,.,18 approximately
constant.

[0055] Detection ofmachinefaults in electric machine 108
can be determined quickly and accurately by measuring the

inverter input or output voltage or current. When onesingle
converter module 600 is in a fault condition, the voltage of

this module drops to zero and the voltage of the remaining

modules increases fromV4,:o,/N toVge-1op/(N-1), where N-1
is anumberofthe remaining modules.Inthis way, multi-level

converter module 700 can operate without shutting down,
despite electric machine 108 losing a winding group and

possibly producing a reduced torque.

[0056] The AC lines from each multi-phase inverter 400a,

4005, 400c, .. . , 400” power different groups of machine
windingsof electric machine 108, and a total output voltage

of electric machine 108 is combined inside of electric
machine 108. Electric machine 108 mayhave a plurality of

pole-pairs and a plurality of slots in each phase. Windings in
these pole-pairs andslots can be split into several branches in

accord with certain rules. Different branches may locate in

different poles, or in the same pole, but differentslots.

[0057] Two fundamental winding configurations suitable
for electric machine 108 can be implemented for the windings

of electric machine 108. In alternative embodiments, these

two configurations can be combined and formed into a more
complicated winding configuration and implementedfor the

windingsof electric machine 108 as understood by a person
of skill in the art. Referring to FIGS. 8 and 9, two winding

groups are shown for the sake of simplification. Electric
machine 108 includes N windinglevels based on the number

of the plurality of single converter modules. Machine manu-

facturers usually connect the machine windingsin series, but
the machine windings can be disconnected and reconnected

into several winding groups. In anillustrative embodiment,
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individual machine winding groups have the same gauge,
numberof turns, and configuration as conventional ones.

[0058] Referring to FIG. 8, a first winding configuration
800 is shown.First winding configuration 800 includesfirst,

first-phase machine winding 604a, first, second-phase

machine winding 606a, first, third-phase machine winding
608a, second, first-phase machine winding 6044, second,

second-phase machine winding 6065, and second, third-
phase machine winding 6086 with each windingpositioned in

one ofa plurality of slots 802. First winding configuration 800
formsa three-phase, four-pole, and twelve slot (1 slot per pole

per phase) winding configuration where the three-phase

windings form different poles are separated and have their
own neutral points indicated as first connector 610a, and

second connector 6108.

[0059] Referring to FIG. 9, a second winding configuration
900 is shown. Second winding configuration 900 includes

first, first-phase machine winding 604a,first, second-phase
machine winding 606a, first, third-phase machine winding

608a, second, first-phase machine winding 6044, second,
second-phase machine winding 6065, and second, third-

phase machine winding 6086 with each windingpositioned in

one ofthe plurality of slots 802. Second winding configura-
tion 900 forms a three-phase, two-pole, and twelve slot (2

slots per pole per phase) winding configuration where the
three-phase windings form different poles are separated and

have their own neutral points indicated as first connector 6102
and second connector 6105. If electric machine 108 has 2P

poles with 0 slots per phase in each pole, the windings can be

split into P-O segments. The windings can also be split into
any factor of P-O segments, e.g., if P-O=6, the windings can

be split into 1, 2, 3, or 6 segments.

[0060] Referring to FIG. 10, a third winding configuration

1000 is shown. Third winding configuration 1000 includes

first, first-phase machine winding 604a,first, second-phase
machine winding 606a, first, third-phase machine winding

608a, second, first-phase machine winding 6044, second,
second-phase machine winding 6065, second, third-phase

machine winding 6085, Nth, first-phase machine winding
604, Nth, second-phase machine winding 606”, and Nth,

third-phase machine winding 6087. Each grouping of wind-

ings is separated and hasits own neutral point.

[0061] Referring to FIG. 11, a block diagram of a second

multi-phase inverter 1100 is shown in accordance with an

illustrative embodiment. Second multi-phase inverter 1100 is
similar to multi-phase inverter 400 except that each phase

1102 of second multi-phase inverter 1100 is formed using a
neutral point clamped topology as understood by a person of

skill in the art. Multi-level converter module 700 may be
formedofa plurality of single converter modules based on

second multi-phase inverter 1100.

[0062] Referring to FIG. 12, a block diagram of a third
multi-phase inverter 1200 is shown in accordance with an

illustrative embodiment. Third multi-phase inverter 1200 is
similar to multi-phase inverter 400 except that each phase

1202 of third multi-phase inverter 1200 is formed using a

flying capacitor topology as understoodby a personofskill in
the art. Multi-level converter module 700 may be formed ofa

plurality of single converter modules based on third multi-
phase inverter 1200.

[0063] Referring to FIG. 13, a first input source 102a is

connected to provide a DC current to a first multi-level con-
verter module 700a and to a second multi-level converter

module 7005 connectedin parallel to first input source 102a.
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First multi-level converter module 700a drivesa first electric

machine (not shown). Second multi-level converter module

7006 drives a second electric machine (not shown). A first

overall positive line 703a is connectedto provide a total input

current to first multi-level converter module 700a. A second

overall positive line 703is connectedto provide a total input

current to second multi-level converter module 7008. A first

overall negative line 705a is connected to provide a total

output current from first multi-level converter module 700a.

A secondoverall negative line 7055 is connected to provide a

total output current from second multi-level convertermodule

7008.

[0064] In the illustrative embodiment, first input source

102a may include a front-end rectifier separated from and

shared by first multi-level converter module 700a and from

second multi-level converter module 7005. The voltagerat-

ing, powerrating, and the numberoffront-endrectifiers can

be distinct from first multi-level converter module 700a and

from second multi-level converter module 7008.

[0065] Referring to FIG. 14, a second single converter

module 1400 is shown in accordance with an illustrative

embodiment. Second single converter module 1400 may

include capacitor 602, multi-phase inverter 400,a first-phase

machine winding 1402, a second-phase machine winding

1404, and a third-phase machine winding 1406. First-phase

machine winding 1402, second-phase machine winding

1404, and third-phase machine winding 1406are alternative

windingsofelectric machine 108. Unlike theY-winding con-

figuration of FIG. 6, first-phase machine winding 1402, sec-

ond-phase machine winding 1404, and third-phase machine

winding 1406 are configured in a A-winding configuration as

understoodby a personofskill in the art. First-phase machine

winding 1402 is connected betweenfirst-phase line 408 and

third-phase line 412. Second-phase machine winding 1404 is
connected betweenfirst-phase line 408 and second-phaseline

410. Third-phase machine winding 1406 is connected
between second-phase line 410 and third-phase line 412. Any

of the multi-level converter modules may be connected to

electric machine 108 using a A-winding configuration instead
of the Y-winding configuration of FIG.6.

[0066] A gate signal interleaving technique can be used to

reduce a ripple voltage in input voltageV,.,., 702. Compared

with a non-interleaving case, an input voltage and current
ripple after interleaving has a higher frequency and a smaller

amplitude. Thus interleaving supports the use of capacitor
602 having a smaller capacitance value, which stabilizes the

DC-bus voltage and smoothesthe input current, while main-
taining the same amountof voltage/currentripple at the DC

input. By shifting the gating signal to each single converter

module 600 of multi-level converter module 700 by 360°/N,
whereN is the total number of modules, the module voltage

ripple of each single converter module 600 is out of phase
with each other and cancels out. The total voltage ripple

amplitude is reduced and the equivalent frequency is at most

N times the switching frequency.

[0067] The magnetic coupling between different winding
groups influences an output current ripple ofmulti-level con-

verter module 700. The current ripple of a larger, negative

coupling factor is less than the current ripple of a small,
negative coupling factor, which is less than the currentripple

of a zero coupling factor, which is less than the currentripple
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of a small, positive coupling factor, which is less than the

current ripple of a large positive coupling factor. First wind-

ing configuration 800 benefits from the interleaving tech-

nique because it has a negative coupling factor. When the

coupling factor is positive and not negligible, as may be the

case for second winding configuration 900, interleaving

should also consider a leakage inductanceorthe ripple cur-

rent may be increasedinstead of decreased.

[0068] Referring to FIG. 15, a first duty ratio command

1500 in an ocf3 coordinate reference frame for first single

converter module 600a and a second duty ratio command

1502 in the ocf3 coordinate reference frame for second single

converter module 6008 are identical, meaning that the output

waveforms have the same fundamental frequency and ampli-
tude. A first triangular carrier waveform 1504 offirst single

converter module 600¢ and a secondtriangular carrier wave-

form 1506 ofsecond single convertermodule 6006 are shifted
by 180 degrees (360°/N, where N is the total number of

modules). After the output voltage waveformsare added up,
the second order harmonics and part of the higher order

harmonics are canceled.

[0069] As discussed previously, multi-level converter 700

includesa plurality of single converter modules that are con-
nected in series and drive machine windings independently.

In a normal condition, the windings are balanced and con-
sume the same amount of real power. Any mismatches

between electric machine 108 and the modules ofmulti-level

converter 700 mayresult in machine windingsthat have dif-
ferent electric properties causing DC input voltage V,, 402

acrossthe plurality ofsingle converter modules to be unequal.
To prevent this from happening, a control module may be

applied to balance the input voltages. The voltages of series-

connected capacitors may be balanced by passiveresistors,
whichare in parallel with the capacitors.

[0070] Referring to FIG. 16, an input small signal modelfor

a three-phase inverter, where t 1600 is an unbalanced voltage

error. The input small signal model includes four parallel
circuit components, a first component 1602 equal to

3/2AD4 a second component 1604 3/2AD,I,, a third com-
ponent 1606 3/2AI,D,, and a fourth component 1608

3/2AI,D,z, where the subscript ‘d’ references a direct axis
component in a rotating direct-quadrature (d-q) coordinate

reference frame,the subscript ‘q’ references a quadrature axis

componentin the rotating d-q coordinate reference frame,‘I’
references a current, and ‘D’referencesa duty ratio command

such as duty ratio command 1500. As in standard practice, the
q-axis is assumedto be the axis containing the voltage vector

V,,. and the currentin this direction is the real power compo-
nent. The d-axis contains the componentof the current nor-

malto the voltage vector V,,, and is the axis of the reactive

power component. The small signal of current can be
neglected because the current loop has a much slower

dynamic responsethan a voltage balanceresistor. Asa result,
third component 1606 3/2AI,D,, and fourth component 1608

3/2AI,D, can be assumedto be zero.

[0071] To realize an active balanceresistor, a duty ratio is

manipulated to create a balancing currentthat is equivalent to
a current consumedbya virtual resistor 1700 as shown with

reference to FIG. 17. In the control module, virtual resistor

1700 can be programmedto have a resistance value R,. To
achieve the same balancingresultsas virtual resistor 1700, the

equation
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t

3 3
= 5ADgla + 5ADglg—

Ry

is satisfied. Referring to FIG. 18, single converter module 600

is shown with a resistor 1800 that may be a passive (real)
resistor or virtual (active) resistor 1700 mountedin parallel

across the inputs of multi-phase inverter 400.

[0072] Referring to FIG. 19, a control module 1900 is
shown in accordance with an illustrative embodiment. Con-

trol module 1900 implements an actively controlled virtual
resistor to balance the module voltage. Merely for illustra-

tion, control module 1900 is an example for a two-level

converter. Control module 1900 implements active voltage
balance control allowing it to perform like resistor 1800

shown in FIG. 18. Resistor 1800 can be programmedto a
desired value. Control module 1900 generates updated values

for

ADg = =————— la
3
sRay lati

and for

Vv
AD, = ———*—_1,3

2s Royi+

where AD7+AD,/ is minimum.
[0073] Inputs to control module 1900 include a summed
first-phase currentI,, 1902, a summed second-phase current

I, 1904, and a summedthird-phase currentI, 1906. Summed

first-phase current I,, 1902 is a summation of the currents
measured in first, first-phase line 408a, second, first-phase

line 4084,third, first-phase line 408c, ..., Nth, first-phase line
4087. Summed second-phasecurrentI,, 1904 is a summation

of the currents measured in first, second-phase line 410a,

second, second-phase line 4105, third, second-phase line
410c, ..., Nth, second-phaseline 4107”. Summedthird-phase

current I, 1906 is a summation of the currents measured in
first, third-phase line 412a, second, third-phase line 4125,

third, third-phase line 412c, .. . , Nth, third-phase line 4127.
Summed first-phase current I,, 1902, summed second-phase

current I, 1904, and summedthird-first phase current I,.1906

are input to abc-to-d-q transform 1918 that converts the
summedphase currents to the rotating d-q coordinate refer-

ence frame. Outputs from abc-to-d-q transform 1918 are a d
measured current I,,,, 1917 and aqmeasured current I,,, 1919.

d measured current1,,,,, 1917 and q measured current I,,,,, 1919
are input to a current control 1920.

[0074] Inputs to control module 1900 further include a d

reference current1, 1908 anda q reference current I, 1910. d
reference current I, 1908 andq reference current I, 1910 are

input to current control 1920 as command inputs. Current
control 1920 calculates 1,,,,=I,-L,,, and inputs the resulting

Ije, into a first proportional-integral (PI) controller to gener-

ate a d-axis signal value that is compensated by a state feed-
back decoupling value determined based on a speedofelec-

tric machine 108 and cross-coupling betweenthe d-axis and
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q-axis. The compensated d-axis signal valueis a d-axis volt-
age command,dvoltageV,1921, output from current control

1920. Current control 1920 also calculates I,,,,=I,-I,,, and
inputs the resulting I,,,. into a second PI controller to gener-

ate a q-axis signal value that is compensated by the state
feedback decoupling value determined based on the speed of

electric machine 108 and the cross-coupling between the

d-axis and q-axis. The compensated q-axis signal value is a
q-axis voltage command, q voltage V, 1923, output from

current control 1920.

[0075] Inputs to control module 1900 further includea first

output voltage V, 1912 offirst multi-phase inverter 400a, a

second output voltageV, 1914 ofsecond multi-phase inverter
4008, anda reference voltage V,.1916.First output voltageV,

1912 is first V, 402a. Second output voltage V, 1914 is
secondV,,. 4025. A first difference voltage 1925 is calculated

as V,,=V,-V, and input to first active balancer 19224. A

seconddifference voltage 1927is calculated as V,,=V-V,
and input to second active balancer 19226.

[0076] Outputs from first active balancer 1922aare a first d
difference voltage AV,, 1929 anda first q difference voltage

AV,,, 1931. Outputs from second active balancer 19226are a

second d difference voltage AV,. 1933 and a secondq differ-
ence voltage AV,,,1935. AV,,=ADz,*k, and AV,,=AD,,*k,,

where k, is a constant that may be determined based onfirst
V,-402a and a modulation method as understood by a person

ofskill in the art. AV~AD»*k, and AV,,=AD,.*k>, wherek,
is a constant that may be determined based on second V,.

402and the modulation method.

[0077] A first desired d voltage 1937 is calculated as
Vad=VgtAV2, and inputto a first d-q transform 1924a.A first

desired q voltage 1939 is calculated as V,,-V,+AV,, and
inputto first d-q transform 1924a. First d-q transform 1924a

converts first desired d voltage 1937 andfirst desired q volt-

age 1939 from the rotating d-q coordinate reference frame to
a stationary d-q coordinate reference frame and inputs these

voltages to a first sinusoidal pulse-width modulation
(SPWM) modulator 19265. First SPWM modulator 19265

translates the voltage duty cycle in the stationary d-q coordi-
nate reference frame to a gating signal input to first multi-

phase inverter 400a.

[0078] A second desired d voltage 1941 is calculated as
Vad=VgtAVgo and input to a second d-q transform 19246. A

seconddesired q voltage 1943is calculated as V,j=V,+AV42

and input to second d-q transform 19244. Second d-q trans-
form 19244 converts second desired d voltage 1941 andsec-

ond desired q voltage 1943 from the rotating d-q coordinate
reference frame to the stationary d-q coordinate reference

frame and inputs these voltages to a second SPWMmodulator
19266. Second SPWM modulator 19266 translates the volt-

age duty cycle in the stationary d-q coordinate reference

frameto a gating signal input to second multi-phase inverter
4008.

[0079] Referring to FIG. 20, a simulated voltage compari-

son with and without control module 1900 is shownin accor-
dance with an illustrative embodiment. In the simulation, the

machine windingsoffirst multi-phase inverter 400a have an
unbalanced load, which causes the module DC inputvoltages

to be out of balance. Without an active balancer, first multi-
phase inverter 400a has the same duty ratio as second multi-

phase inverter 4005. Since the loads are different, the load

currentoffirst multi-phase inverter 400ais larger than that of
second multi-phase inverter 4005. The DC input voltage of

first multi-phase inverter 400a drops until the load currentis
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as the sameas the load current in second multi-phase inverter
4005 as shownbya first curve 2000. First curve 2000 shows

the DC input voltage of first multi-phase inverter 400a with-
out control module 1900. With control module 1900, equal

DC-bus voltages on first multi-phase inverter 400@ and on
second multi-phase inverter 4004 are maintained as shown by

a second curve 2002. Second curve 200s shows the DC input

voltageoffirst multi-phase inverter 400a with control module
1900.
[0080] Referring to FIG. 21, a block diagram of controller
104 is shown in accordance with an illustrative embodiment.

Controller 104 may include an inputinterface 2100, an output

interface 2102, a computer-readable medium 2104, a proces-
sor 2106, and a control application 2108. Fewer, different,

and additional components maybe incorporatedinto control-
ler 104. Controller 104 further may include electrical circuit

components connected to processor 2106 and/or computer-

readable medium 2104.

[0081] Input interface 2100 provides an interface for

receiving information from the user or from other devices for
entry into controller 104 as understood by thoseskilledin the

art. Input interface 2100 may interface with various input

technologies including, but not limited to, a keyboard, a
mouse,a display, a track ball, a keypad, one or more buttons,

etc. to allow the user to enter information into controller 104
or to make selections in a user interface displayed on the

display. The same interface may support both inputinterface
2100 and output interface 2102. For example, a touch screen

display supports user input and presents output to the user.

Controller 104 may have one ormore input interfaces that use
the sameor a different input interface technology. Additional

inputs to controller 104 may be summedfirst phase currentI,,
1902, summed second phase currentI, 1904,thirdfirst phase

current I,, 1906, d reference current I, 1908, q reference
current I, 1910, first output voltage V, 1912 of first multi-

phase inverter 400a, second output voltageV, 1914 ofsecond

multi-phase inverter 4005, and reference voltage V,. 1916.

[0082] Output interface 2102 provides an interface for out-

putting informationfor review by a userofcontroller 104 and
for input to another device. For example, output interface

2102 mayinterface with various output technologies includ-

ing, but notlimitedto, the display anda printer, etc. Controller
104 may have one or more outputinterfaces that use the same

or a different interface technology. Additional outputs from
controller 104, as discussed above, include.

[0083] Computer-readable medium 2104 is an electronic

holding place or storage for information so the information
can be accessed by processor 2106 as understood by those

skilled in the art. Computer-readable medium 2104 can
include, but is not limited to, any type of random access

memory (RAM), any type of read only memory (ROM), any

type of flash memory, etc. such as magnetic storage devices
(e.g., hard disk, floppy disk, magnetic strips, . . . ), optical

disks (e.g., compact disc (CD), digital versatile disc (DVD),.
.. ), smart cards, flash memory devices, cache memory,etc.

Controller 104 may have one or more computer-readable
media that use the same or a different memory media tech-

nology. Controller 104 also may have one or more drives that

support the loading ofamemory media such as aCD or DVD.

[0084] Processor 2106 executes instructions as understood

by those skilledin the art. The instructions may be carried out

by a special purpose computer, logic circuits, or hardware
circuits. Processor 2106 may be implemented in hardware

and/or firmware, or any combination of these methods. The
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term “execution”is the process of running an application or
the carrying out of the operation called for by an instruction.

The instructions may be written using one or more program-
ming language, scripting language, assembly language,etc.

Processor 2106 executes an instruction, meaningit performs/
controls the operations called for by that instruction. Proces-

sor 2106 operably couples with input interface 2100, with

output interface 2102, and with computer-readable medium
2104 to receive, to send, and to process information. Proces-

sor 2106 mayretrieve a set of instructions from a permanent
memory device and copy the instructions in an executable

form to a temporary memory device that is generally some
form of RAM. Controller 104 may include a plurality of

processors that use the sameor a different processing tech-

nology.

[0085] Control application 2108 performsoperations asso-

ciated with implementing someor all of the closed loop

control system as described with reference to FIG. 19. The
operations may be implemented using hardware, firmware,

software, or any combination of these methods. Referring to
the example embodiment of FIG. 21, control application

2108 is implemented in software (comprised of computer-
readable and/or computer-executable instructions) stored in

computer-readable medium 2104 and accessible by processor

2106 for execution ofthe instructions that embodythe opera-
tions of control application 2108. Control application 2108

may be written using one or more programming languages,
assembly languages, scripting languages,etc.

[0086] As used in this disclosure, the term “connect”

includes join, unite, mount, couple, associate, insert, hang,
hold, affix, attach, fasten, bind, paste, secure, bolt, screw,

rivet, pin, nail, clasp, clamp, cement, fuse, solder, weld, glue,
form over, slide together, layer, and other like terms. The

phrases “connected on”and “connected to” include any inte-

rior or exterior portion of the element referenced. These
phrases also encompass direct connection (in whichtheref-

erenced elements are in direct contact) and indirect connec-
tion (in which the referenced elements are not in direct con-

tact, but are mounted together via intermediate elements).
Elements referenced as connected to each other herein may

further be integrally formed together. As a result, elements

described herein as being connected to each other need not be
discrete structural elements. The elements may be connected

permanently, removably, orreleasably.

[0087] The word“illustrative” is used herein to mean serv-
ing as an example, instance, or illustration. Any aspect or

design described herein as “illustrative” is not necessarily to
be construed as preferred or advantageous over other aspects

or designs. Further, for the purposes of this disclosure and
unless otherwise specified,“a” or “an” means “one or more”.

Still further, using “and”or “or” is intended to include “and/

or” unless specifically indicated otherwise.

[0088] The foregoing description of illustrative embodi-

ments of the disclosed subject matter has been presented for

purposesofillustration and ofdescription.It is not intended to
be exhaustive or to limit the disclosed subject matter to the

precise form disclosed, and modifications and variations are
possible in light of the above teachings or may be acquired

from practice of the disclosed subject matter. The embodi-
ments were chosen and described in order to explain the

principles of the disclosed subject matter and as practical

applications of the disclosed subject matter to enable one
skilled in the art to utilize the disclosed subject matter in

various embodiments and with various modifications as
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suited to the particular use contemplated. It is intended that
the scope of the disclosed subject matter be defined by the

claims appendedhereto and their equivalents.

Whatis claimedis:

1. A converter comprising:

a first multi-phase inverter comprising
a first direct current (DC) positive line;

a first DC negative line; and
afirst plurality ofalternating current (AC) lines, wherein

each ACline ofthe first plurality ofAC lines is con-
figured to be connected to a single phase winding of

an electric machine, wherein each single phase wind-

ing is connected to a common neutral connector; and
a second multi-phase inverter comprising

a second DC positive line;
a second DC negative line; and

a secondplurality ofAC lines, wherein each AC line of
the secondplurality of AC lines is configured to be

connected to a second single phase winding of the

electric machine, wherein each second single phase
winding is connected to a second common neutral

connector, wherein the common neutral connectoris
different from the second common neutral connector;

whereinthe first DC negative lineis electrically coupled to
the second DCpositive line to connect the first multi-

phase inverter and the second multi-phase inverter in

series.
2. The converter of claim 1, wherein a numberof thefirst

plurality ofAC lines is three, wherein a first AC line of the
plurality ofAC lines is configured to be connected toa first

phase windingofthe electric machine, wherein a second AC
line ofthe plurality ofAC lines is configured to be connected

to a second phase winding of the electric machine, and

wherein a third AC line ofthe plurality ofAC lines is config-
ured to be connected to a third phase windingofthe electric

machine.

3. The converter of claim 1, further comprising a first

capacitor connected in parallel with the first multi-phase

inverter on a DC side ofthe first multi-phase inverter, and a
second capacitor connected in parallel with the second multi-

phase inverter on a DC side of the second multi-phase
inverter.

4. The converter of claim 1, wherein a phase of a current

input to the second multi-phase inverteris shifted relative to a
current input to the first multi-phase inverter.

5. The converter of claim 4, wherein the phase is deter-
mined based on a number of multi-phase inverters forming

the converter.

6. The converter of claim 1, wherein the first multi-phase
inverter is a first multilevel inverter, and the second multi-

phase inverter is a second multilevel inverter.

7. The converter of claim 6, wherein the first multilevel

inverter is a neutral point clamped inverter, and the second

multilevel inverter is a neutral point clamped inverter.

8. The converter of claim 6, wherein the first multilevel

inverter is a flying capacitor inverter, and the second multi-
level inverteris a flying capacitor inverter.

9. The converter of claim 1, wherein the input voltage is

connected between thefirst positive line and the second DC
negative line.

10. The converter of claim 1 further comprising:

a third multi-phase inverter comprising

a third DC positive line;

a third DC negative line; and
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a third plurality ofAC lines, wherein each ACline ofthe
third plurality of AC lines is configured to be con-

nected to a third single phase winding of the electric
machine, wherein each third single phase winding is

connected to a third common neutral connector,
wherein the third commonneutral connectoris differ-

ent from the commonneutral connector and the sec-

ond commonneutral connector;
wherein the second DC negative lineis electrically coupled

to the third DC positive line to connect the second multi-
phase inverter and the third multi-phase inverter in

series.
11. The converter of claim 10, wherein the inputvoltage is

connected between the first positive line and the third DC

negative line.
12. A converter comprising:

a first multi-phase inverter comprising
a first direct current (DC) positive line;

a first DC negative line; and

a first plurality ofalternating current (AC) lines, wherein
each ACline ofthe first plurality ofAC lines is con-

figured to be connected between a different pair of
single phase windingsof an electric machine; and

a second multi-phase inverter comprising
a second DC positive line;

a second DC negative line; and

a secondplurality ofAC lines, wherein each AC line of
the secondplurality of AC lines is configured to be

connected between a different pair of second single
phase windingsofthe electric machine;

wherein thefirst DC negativeline is electrically coupled to
the second DCpositive line to connectthe first multi-

phase inverter and the second multi-phase inverter in

series.
13. The converter ofclaim 12, wherein a numberofthefirst

plurality ofAC lines is three, wherein a first AC line of the
plurality ofAC linesis configured to be connected between a

first phase windingofthe electric machine and a secondphase
windingofthe electric machine, wherein a second ACline of

the plurality of AC lines is configured to be connected

betweenthe first phase windingofthe electric machine and a
third phase winding ofthe electric machine, and wherein a

third AC line of the plurality ofAC lines is configured to be
connected between the third phase winding of the electric

machine and the second phase winding of the electric
machine.

14. The converter of claim 12, further comprising a first

capacitor connected in parallel with the first multi-phase
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inverter on a DC side ofthe first multi-phase inverter, and a
second capacitor connected in parallel with the second multi-

phase inverter on a DC side of the second multi-phase
inverter.

15. The converter of claim 12, wherein a phase of a current

input to the second multi-phase inverteris shifted relative to a
current input to the first multi-phase inverter.

16. The converter ofclaim 12, wherein the first multi-phase
inverter is a first multilevel inverter, and the second multi-

phase inverter is a second multilevel inverter.

17. The converter of claim 16, wherein thefirst multilevel
inverter is a neutral point clamped inverter, and the second

multilevel inverter is a neutral point clamped inverter.

18. The converter of claim 16, wherein thefirst multilevel

inverter is a flying capacitor inverter, and the second multi-

level inverteris a flying capacitor inverter.

19. The converter of claim 12, wherein the input voltageis

connected between thefirst positive line and the second DC
negative line.

20. An electric machine system comprising:

a stator;

a rotor configuredto rotate;

at least four windings, wherein a first winding is connected

betweena first-phase line and a first neutral connector, a
second winding is connected between a second-phase

line and the first neutral connector, a third winding is

connected between a secondfirst-phase line and a sec-
ond neutral connector, a fourth winding is connected

between a second second-phase line and the second
neutral connector, wherein the first neutral connectoris

different from the second neutral connector;

a first multi-phase inverter comprising

a first direct current (DC) positive line;

a first DC negative line; and

at least the first-phase line and the second-phaseline;
and

a second multi-phase inverter comprising

a second DC positive line;

a second DC negative line; and

at least the secondfirst-phase line and the second sec-

ond-phaseline;

whereinthe first DC negative lineis electrically coupled to
the second DC positive line such that the first multi-

phase inverter and the second multi-phase inverter are
connected in series.

* * * * *


